Geometrical dependence of quantum decoherence in circular arenas with side-wires.
Low-temperature quantum phase coherence lengths were experimentally measured in mesoscopic circular arenas fabricated on InGaAs quantum wells. The arenas are connected to wide sample regions by short side-wires, to investigate the effects of geometry in comparison to intrinsic materials properties on quantum decoherence. Universal conductance fluctuations were used to quantify the phase coherence lengths as a function of temperature and geometry. The experimental data show a dependence of phase coherence lengths on side-wire length and width-to-length ratio, which is accounted for by the competing effects of decoherence by coupling to the classical environment and Nyquist decoherence in ergodic wires. The observed decay of phase coherence lengths with the increasing temperature is consistent with expectations. The work demonstrates that geometrical effects influence the measured mesoscopic quantum decoherence.